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Fractional quantum Hall states at filling factors 5/2 and 7/2 are posited to have charge e/4 excitations that 
obey non-Abelian statistics. Interferometry experiments can test this as in this method edge currents are 
made to encircle an area of the 2D electron system in which the charge number and magnetic flux number 
are controlled: the current path encircling this area is interfered with an external path and the interference 
resistance properties describe the encircled particle statistics.  The sine qua non of non-Abelian e/4 is the 
even-odd effect: interference is alternately turned off and on by changing the encircled e/4 number parity. 

In this presentation we focus on interferometry measurements in which the encircled charge population can 
be changed using a small central top gate (see Figure). We first describe measurements at presumed Abelian 
FQH states where B-field sweep interference periodicity is shown that is a consequence of changing 
encircled flux and quasiparticle number which necessarily changes with changing B-field: both Aharonov-
Bohm phase and statistical phase contribute to this periodicity.  Upon these B-field sweep cycles small 
increases in the central top gate voltage are progressively applied. A pattern of phase shifts is observed with 
this increasing central gate voltage which is changing the encircled quasiparticle number.  These phase 
shifts show quantitative correspondence to the respective fractional charge. 

At filling factor 7/2 similar measurements show distinct  phase changes with increasing central top gate 
voltage, indicating the prescribed even-odd effect consequence of adding individual e/4 charges. As shown 
previously [Willett et al, arXiv:1905.10248] the interference periodicity in B-field sweeps is consistent with 
addition of two e/4 charges, and upon this B-field periodicity central top gate voltage increase can display 
patterns of serial phase change. These effects are examined for both the quasi-hole and quasi-particle 
sides of the 7/2 state, and it is observed that change in e/4 number by 4 can produce a coarse repetitive 
pattern. In sum these results support the picture of non-Abelian e/4.   

 

Left panel.  SEM image of interferometer with central top gate accessed with airbridge. Central panel. Resistance (R) in color vs. 
central dot voltage vs. B-field.  Phase shift at 7/3 filling with increased Vdot, shift is consistent with predicted fraction of period.  
Right. Phase changes of at 7/2 filling factor with increased Vdot: note vertical sequence is 4 changes followed by fixed phase.       


